By 2017, every secondary school will develop two distinctive programmes for a more student-centric experience:

**Applied Learning Programme**

To connect academic knowledge and skills with the real world.

**Learning for Life Programme**

To provide students with real-life experiences to develop their character and values.

**Providing more opportunities** for Continuing Education and Training at institutes of higher learning.

for more information, please visit [www.moe.gov.sg](http://www.moe.gov.sg)
**Values in Action/Character** and **Citizenship Education** to cultivate values and commitment to Singapore and fellow Singaporeans.

All primary and secondary students will have access to an **integrated online learning space** by 2016 to help them understand concepts better and use collaborative tools for discussions with classmates and teachers.

**Comprehensive suite of levelling-up programmes** to ensure that all students who require additional help will receive it.

**Every primary school to have Programme for Active Learning** to provide exposure to Sports/Outdoor Education and Performing and Visual Arts to support the well-rounded development of students.

**PSLE Scoring in broader bands** to reduce fine sorting of students and over-emphasis on exam results.

**Greater flexibility in subject offerings** for secondary school students.